Following are directions for completion of the Customs Forms:
Declaration for Free Entry:
Part I: #1-7 is your personal arrival information, i.e. flight and port you flew in on,
etc.
#8 is your shipment information. If you do not know this info, you may leave it
blank. Letter E is the year / make / model of your vehicle (ex. 1995 Honda Civic)
and letter F is the VIN number of the vehicle.
As a member of the US military you may skip Parts II, IV, and V.
Part III: Include your last departure date from the US as well the date your PCS
orders were issued.
Part VI: #1: Check box “B” for Importer; #2 Sign and date

Supplement for Free Entry
Please fill all information in the lines below the description.
#4 and #6: If you have a Social Security Number, these are not required.
Fill out form to the best of your ability, and if a blank does not apply put N/A
#15: Please fill in your shipping agent
#16: Please fill in your shipment itinerary
#17: Circle Importer
#18: Sign

To United States Customs:
I bought a (Year / Make / Model) on (Date Purchased)
Vin# (input VIN) for (amount paid)
From (whom purchased from) in (what city, state, country bought)
Current Value (best estimate or value at carpoint.com)

Power of Attorney
Instructions for completing the fields of the power of attorney are located on the
bottom left, page 1 of the Power of Attorney attachment.

EPA
We will complete the entry information for blanks 1, 2 & 3.
Please complete blanks 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, & 14 with your vehicle and personal
information. Also, check the box below that describes your car the best. If this is a
vehicle that was previously registered and is only being returned, then code B is
applicable.

Declaration for Motor Vehicle Safety
We will complete the first line of boxes concerning the customs entry information.
Please complete the Make, Model, Year, Vin and check the appropriate box that most
accurately describes your vehicle. If this is a vehicle that was previously registered
and is only being returned, then box 2A is applicable.
Please also fill out the boxes on the bottom of the form with your information.

If you have any questions or concerns, feel free to call our import specialists at 281428-5826.

